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A new toy – The ICOM IC-9700 
 
After watching so many videos demonstrating the features of the IC-9700 my mind was made up. 
A fully SDR based radio was going to be so far advanced from gear of years gone by. 
The IC-9100 is a very good radio, I bought the very first one to be sold in VK in April 2011. 
But 12 years is a long time in technology advances. 
I also had an IC-910H with the 23cm module fitted, but I sold that to make way for the IC-9700. 
I put it on VK Ham with a desktop microphone for $800, it was sold within the hour. 
The IC-910H found a new home in Perth, the VK6 buyer said getting 23cm gear in Western Australia is rare. 
 
Most hams open the box, setup a new radio, have a bit of a play, then read the operating manuals later. 
I decided to print the manuals and read them, along with watching all the YouTube video product reviews 
weeks before buying the radio.  The only bad thing I heard was the frequency drift when the fan operates. 
 
To get full use from the IC-9700 I bought the radio $2349 and an SM-30 Microphone $225 and the RSBA1 
Version 2 remote control software $149, a layout of $2723, something I have not done for many years. 
The CS-9700 programming software was a free download from the Japan ICOM website, fully functional. 
 
Many of the reviews say if you just use the IC-9700 for FM chatting on simplex and repeaters, you are wasting 
your cash, this radio is made for weak signal, digital modes and contesting with SSB available on all bands. 
Once I learn all the features, I will consider using the radio for contests, at least it is lighter than my IC-9100. 
 
Specifications 
 
Frequency coverage 144.000–148.000, 430.000–450.000, 1240.000–1300.000 MHz 
Mode   SSB, CW, RTTY, AM, FM, DV, DD 
 
Output power  SSB/CW/FM/RTTY/DV/DD  AM 
144 MHz  0.5–100 W    0.125–25 W 
430/440 MHz  0.5–75 W    0.125–18.75 W 
1200 MHz  0.1–10 W    0.025–2.5 W 
 
Modulation system 
SSB   Digital PSN modulation 
AM   Digital Reactance modulation 
FM   Digital Low Power modulation 
DV   Digital GMSK Reactance modulation 
DD   Digital Quadrature modulation 
 
Receiver system  
144, 430/440 MHz  RF Direct Sampling 
1200 MHz   Down Conversion IF Sampling 
 
Spurious and image rejection ratio 
SSB/CW  144, 430/440 MHz More than 70 dB, 1200 MHz More than 50 dB 
AM/FM/DV  144, 430/440 MHz More than 60 dB, 1200 MHz More than 50 dB 
DD   1200 MHz More than 50 dB 
 
Supplied Accessories 
Hand microphone HM-219 
DC power cable 
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When Strictly Ham returned from holidays in late January, I was there to make the purchase. 
Opening the box has three identical user manuals in French, Spanish and English. 
The CS-9700 programming software makes entering all the frequency memories so much easier than using the 
radio front panel, but if you do the lot as a batch you seem to get into the groove.   
But I find if I have to add or edit radio memories years later another read of the manual is required.  
All the memories of 2 meters, 70cm and 23cm including all D-Star repeaters was entered into the PC and 
transferred, it took a few hours of typing to carefully enter all the repeater info such as frequency, offset, 
CTCSS tones, if required and a meaningful name.  I like how you can have 16 alphanumeric characters, but I 
would gladly have a few more, great for repeater name and location. But we have some long names in VK. 
 

Strictly Ham is still packed to the rafters with very nice toys and accessories 
 

                   
 

                   
 

 
There is always a radio on at Strictly Ham, covering Ron VK3AHR, Australia Ham Radio 40 Meter Net 
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Ross is camera shy, but I got him anyway… not often you seen him NOT on the telephone 

 
 

A sight familiar to any serious amateur radio operator in Melbourne 
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IC-9700 internal architecture 
 

 
 
In a direct sampling receiver, a high-speed ADC (Analogue to Digital Converter) is clocked (sampled) at a rate 
at least twice the highest frequency of its coverage. To cover up to 52MHz, the sampling oscillator would need 
to operate in excess of 104MHz (commonly around 122MHz). Since the IC-9700 covers up to 1300MHz, you 
might expect the sampling clock to run at a frequency in excess of 2600MHz. Not so. 
 
The sampling frequency, known as the Nyquist frequency, requires that the sampling clock only needs to 
operate in excess of the highest frequency encountered in the bandwidth of the signal of interest, not the whole 
bandwidth from DC to maximum frequency. 
 
The US 70cm band, as an example, extends from 420MHz to 450MHz. That is a bandwidth of 30MHz. The 
sampling clock only needs to operate in excess of 60MHz to meet the Nyquist requirement. Provided the ADC 
input can process the highest RF frequencies encountered, the sampling clock can operate at moderate 
frequencies. In the case of the IC-9700 the sampling clock operates at 196.6MHz. This process of sampling the 
bandwidth rather than the whole DC to maximum signal frequency range is known as bandpass sampling or 
under sampling. Since bandpass sampling introduces a problem known as aliasing, good quality ‘anti-aliasing’ 
bandpass filters are used to closely define the band to be sampled. Increasing the frequency of the sampling 
clock to well above the required Nyquist frequency can ease some of the filter requirements. This filtering 
limits the radio to operating just within the amateur bands. No extended receive is available. 
 
In the IC-9700 the 23cm amateur band covers from 1240 to 1300MHz. That is 60MHz bandwidth. Logically 
that would require a sampling clock frequency of over 120MHz. In practice the ADC used by ICOM has a 
bandwidth extending to 1250MHz, but that is not enough to be used (reliably) to operate to 1300MHz. The IC-
9700 solution is to convert the whole 23cm band down to a ‘tunable IF’ of approximately 311 to 371MHz and 
then bandpass-sample that 60MHz wide band as you would the 70cm band.  
 
The IC-9700 uses an LTC2156-14 dual-channel, 14-bit, 210MHz (maximum) sampling ADC with a full power 
bandwidth of 1250MHz. Dual-channel enables the two receivers to operate simultaneously. 
Unlike the conventional superhet architecture used in most receivers and transceivers, the direct sampling 
architecture doesn’t need a VFO to select the operating frequency. The ADC (on receive) sampling clock is, in 
effect, the VFO, but has the advantage that its frequency doesn’t need to change with tuned frequency.  
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In a superhet radio synthesised VFOs are usually the major source of unwanted noise in the radio path, apart 
from the inherent noise of the receiver early stages and the antenna noise. The noise on the VFO is a mixture of 
phase noise and amplitude noise, with phase noise usually dominating. It is introduced onto each received (and 
transmitted, in the transmitter case) signal and causes an effect known as reciprocal mixing. This is the effect 
you notice when tuning close to another signal and start to hear modulation from that signal due to it ‘beating’ 
with the noise from your VFO. It is hard to make a truly low-noise synthesised VFO. Since the direct sampling 
receiver uses a single fixed sampling frequency, it is much easier to produce a very low noise oscillator and 
therefore to significantly reduce the effects of reciprocal mixing. The IC-9700 main sampling oscillator is a 
low-noise module designed originally for sampling audio sound cards. It operates at 49.152MHz before being 
multiplied to 196.608MHz and sampling the ADC. 
 
On transmit the audio is sampled in an ADC and processed in the FPGA before a 16-bit, dual-channel DAC 
(Digital to Analogue Converter) IC, sampled at 1179.648MHz, derived from the same source as the ADC clock, 
is used to produce the 2m and 70cm transmit signals. These are then amplified to the appropriate transmit 
output power levels. 
 
The 23cm transmit signal is generated as a 311 to 371MHz IF before being converted to the 23cm band in a 
conventional (transmit) upconverter. An Analogue Devices synthesiser IC is used to generate the 1179MHz 
sampling clock. A separate LMX2581 synthesiser, with integrated VCO, is used to generate the conversion 
oscillator frequencies for the 23cm up and down converters. 
All modulation and demodulation modes are generated and controlled by the FPGA and an ARM processor. 
 
One of the big advantages of the IC-9700, and its HF cousin the IC-7300, is that it can be computer controlled 
over a single USB connection rather than the usual collection of soundcard interfaces and connecting leads. 
Provision is still made for the ICOM CI-V interface if required, but the USB connection is both quicker, 
accommodating up to 115kb/s baud rate, and very comprehensive. It does require the user to download the 
ICOM USB driver software. Initially plugging in the USB lead into a PC USB socket could result in the 
installation of Microsoft’s own drivers and consequent loss of some functions. With the USB connection the 
radio can be both computer-controlled and act as a USB sound card for use with digital modes such as those in 
the WSJT-X suite of programs. 
 
Overview 
 
The IC-9700 has many of the features of the IC-7300 but in a 3-band VHF/UHF transceiver. As well as the 
colour touch screen display and a very comprehensive settings menus, the transceiver also has real-time 
spectrum scope and a waterfall display. The transceiver covers the 2m, 70cm and 23cm bands as standard.  
It also includes Satellite mode, with any combination of two of the three bands. It features three separate 
antenna connectors: an SO239 socket for 2m, and separate N-type connectors for 70 and 23cm. It also includes 
D-STAR digital voice (DV) on all three bands and the higher speed Digital Data (DD) mode on 23cm. 
 
The IC-9700 is described as a VHF/UHF Software Defined Radio (SDR) using direct sampling. This is not 
completely correct, however. In order to cover the 23cm (1296MHz) band the architecture incorporates a 
conventional heterodyne conversion with a 310 to 370MHz first IF. This IF is then direct sampled, like the 2m 
(144MHz) and 70cm (430MHz) bands. Direct sampling avoids the limitations of mixing non-linearities and the 
need for crystal roofing filters which, in turn, can introduce other performance impairments.  
 
The IC-9700’s SDR architecture allows a great many other advanced facilities to be incorporated, including 
wideband, real-time, spectrum and waterfall displays, an extensive range of bandwidth resolution filters and 
expanded computer control. One of the most anticipated performance improvements, over conventional 
superhet (superheterodyne) based transceivers, was the potential to significantly reduce the noise added to both 
transmit and receive signals by the often-noisy conversion oscillators in superhet-based receivers and 
transceivers. 
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IC-9700 Rear Panel Connections 

 
 
 
The IC-9700 Real-Time Spectrum Scope and Waterfall Display 
 
A great feature for working DX and contesting is a programmable waterfall. The waterfall in the 9700 is highly 
configurable from colours, frequency range and decay. It supports 3 separately configurable frequency ranges 
per band all accessible from the touch screen. 
 
The waterfall is perfect for monitoring other stations or signals up and down the band making it ideal for 
contesting or just seeing who’s on the band. The transceiver has two spectrum scope modes, the Center mode, 
and the Fixed mode.  In fixed mode the waterfall stays stationary as you tune up and down the band. 
You can turn the Waterfall display ON or OFF. 
In addition, you can select the Mini scope to display it in a smaller size on the screen. 
 
Built in card reader 
 
An SD card can back up your radio memories and you can also take screen shots. 
You can record audio of QSOs as well as presets for the 8 voice soft buttons. 
It also where the  firmware updates go after you download them from ICOM website. 
The SanDisk SD cards are recommended, 1GB will do, but it accepts up to 32GB, which is what I use. 
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USING THE IC-9700 
 
The radio is very easy to use, the touch screen and menus are very well laid out and you soon just ‘get it’. 
The IC-9700 was released in March 2019 so it has had some firmware upgrades.  You will get the most out of 
this radio by actually reading the user manual, I recommend printing out the Advanced User Manual as well 
and have a read of that, or at least have it handy for reference. 
I paired the radio with a desktop ICOM SM-30 Microphone which is noticeably better audio quality. 
With the SM-30 Microphone I have the desktop unit microphone gain set low and the IC-9700 microphone gain 
set at the default 50%.  All the default settings seem to be the best so far. 
 
It is going to take a long time to fully explore and use all the features of this radio, I will be entertained for ages. 
The remote control RS-BA1 software was also bought, you need Version 2 for the IC-9700. 
The IC-9700 has an internal web server in the radio, so no PC needing to be on all the time.  Use the RS-BA1 
via the internet to connect to your IC-9700 anywhere on the planet, with internet, but you will need a static IP. 
I think the IC-9700 is worth the cash, ICOM 5 year warranty a bonus. 
 

 
The IC-9100 and the new IC-9700 on the shack desk 

 
IC-9700 with the protective cover over the touch screen and the touch screen still works with the cover on top 

 
 
           ~Mick VK3CH 
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Playing with ICOM RSBA-1 Remote Control Software 
 
With the purchase of the IC-9700 it has an option (one of many options) for remote control via software. 
It can be controlled within your home LAN / WAN or via the internet. 
Internet control requires a static IP address of course, so something like DynDNS, or a fixed IP is needed. 
I though local control at home out on the backyard deck would do as a start. 
 
Installing RSBA-1 software was straight forward, after that it took me days to get it going. 
The IC-9700 only works with RSBA-1 Version 2. 
In the end of course it was my own errors that needed sorting, but the instructions were not easy to find. 
I turned to YouTube videos for help and in the end these were also wrong, well for my LAN settings they were. 
Finally I found the mistake while watching YouTube videos about the IC-7300. 
 
Once I got it going I quickly took screen captures of  what was required, these presented here… 
 
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO GET RSBA-1 Version 2 WORKING FOR A HOUSE LAN 
 
In the Remote Utility that connects to your radio over your LAN / WAN your radio must be setup in the 
SERVER LIST and CONNECTED. 
Then you select your radio in the RADIO LIST and make sure that is now connected, mine was not. 
Unless BOTH are connected you will get the dreaded “CONNECTION FAILED” error message in RSBA-1.  
             ↓ 

 
My radio found and connected, now RSBA-1 can “see” the radio on the network and function. 
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RSBA1 MICROPHONE SETTINGS 
 
Right Click REMOTE button in RSBA1 and select >  MIC-USB 
You only need to do this once, the setting will ‘stick’. 
 

 
 
Now back to the Remote Utility before it is connected, right click on your radio in the RADIO LIST and select 
MOD. You will get the screen below, make sure Mic is selected, once again this setting will ‘stick’. 
 

 
 
Now back to the RSBA-1 software go to the MIC button near the bottom of the screen as seen here. 
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To use computer microphone this must be on LAN.   
If it is set to MIC the radio microphone will send audio, instead of your computer microphone. 
 

 
 
 
Microphone Audio Settings can be fine adjusted with SET, I left them all default, but it is early days… 
 

 
 
The instructions were found in CONFIGURING THE SYSTEM THROUGH A LAN, on page 3-15 in the 
RSBA-1 Instruction Manual, in particular section 3. 

 
 
Once I set this to LAN, everything worked. 
 
On the radio side, on the IC-9700 all the default settings in CONNECTORS worked for me. 
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A close up of the laptop ↑ and the USB Microphone used by the laptop ↓ 
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VARIOUS VHF-UHF NETS AROUND MELBOURNE 
 
There are various VHF-UHF SSB Nets on Sunday, Monday & Tuesday evenings. 
 
  
Sunday 144.300 MHz USB at 8.00pm Vertically Polarised 
 
Monday 432.310 MHz USB at 7.30pm Vertically Polarised 
 
Tuesday 144.310 MHz USB at 7.30pm Vertically Polarised 
 
Wednesdays 144,150 MHz USB at 8.30 pm Horizontally Polarised – this is a State-wide Net 
 
 
 
USING THE RC-28 REMOTE CONTROL USB ENCODER WHEEL 
 
Another fancy option is the USB Tunning Wheel, instead of using the mouse with RSBA-1. 
At $295 it is a pricy option, but really handy, especially for fine tuning SSB contacts and during contests. 
It's nice and heavy so won't move around on your desk much. 
It is excellent build quality, Japanese mode. Great feel to the buttons. Very responsive VFO knob. 
 
The knob could have been bigger, but I guess I am used to radio knobs on base station rigs. 
Only 3 buttons that you cannot program to user-defined radio functions, just Main, Sub VFO, and PTT are 
controlled. Long pressing F-1 or F-2 does not execute A=B. 
 
Using it is as easy as plugging it in to the USB port of your PC and setting up RSBA-1 to use it. 
The RC-28 is not a standalone control for the ICOM IC-7300 and IC-9700 radios and may only be used with 
the RS-BA software. 
 
The specs say with RS-BA1 IP remote control software, you can use the RC-28 with  
IC-7100, IC-7200, IC-7300, IC-7410, IC-7600, IC-7610, IC-7700, IC-7851, IC-9100 radios. 
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SDR CONTROL FOR iPAD OR MAC 
 
Do you have an iPad or a Mac? 
If you do there is a brilliant program called SDR Control that lets you control the IC-9700 from anywhere in the 
world, much better than the ICOM program, I am told, have a look on the web. 
I don’t have a Mac myself.  It can be found here https://roskosch.de/ 
 
Check out SDR-Control for your iPad.  It is not free, you need to purchase the software, about $80. 
 

 
 
Software Defined Radio Client for ICOM Transceivers and your iPad 
 
SDR-Control is a full featured iPad App to operate your ICOM Transceiver at home or from around the world 
without additional Hardware or Software. 
 
It has never been easier to operate your ICOM Rig. 
  
Many fully integrated features – not just remote control. 
  
Works with your ICOM IC-705, IC-7610 and IC-9700. 
  
Uses Wi-Fi or LAN (no USB required or supported) 
 
 

https://roskosch.de/
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GPS LOCKING THE IC-9700 
 
The Icom IC-9700 is a brilliant radio with just one flaw. It drifts! If you’re just using the radio on voice, then 
chances are, you haven’t noticed. The frequency drift issue has had many talking about this instability since the 
radio’s release back in January 2019. For such an expensive transceiver, how could ICOM have overlooked 
something as fundamental as frequency stability? 
Many have made locking board kits to try and solve this problem. Most have travelled a very similar path, 
trying to swamp the internal oscillator can with a good dose of RF, some with more success than others.  
The Leo Bodnar ICOM IC-9700 Reference Injection Board that requires no soldering and the modification is 
reversible without leaving a trace. This is good news for those concerned about their warranty. 
 

 
 

A detailed description is here by VK3FS https://3fs.net.au/leo-bodnar-icom-ic-9700-reference-injection-board/ 
 
The Leo Bodnar website here 
http://www.leobodnar.com/shop/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=352 
 
The Leo Bodnar Mini Precision GPS Reference Clock here 
http://www.leobodnar.com/shop/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=301 
 

 
 
You need to also include the connecting SMA cable and GPS antenna and cable. 
Another YouTube video on how to install it here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4yGdaiYMM0&t=36s 
 
So the four items are; 
ICOM IC-9700 Reference Injection Board 
Mini Precision GPS Reference Clock 
Male SMA to Male SMA RG-58 Coaxial Cable 50Ω 0.3m 
GPS Timing Antenna + 10 Meter Cable SMA 
 
Converting British Pound you are up for about AUD $340 plus £73.76 postage to VK. 
So roughly $470 for the four parts and UPS Postage from England. 
I am yet to add this, but after reading about it, this seems the best option. 
 
          ~Mick VK3CH 

https://3fs.net.au/leo-bodnar-icom-ic-9700-reference-injection-board/
http://www.leobodnar.com/shop/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=352
http://www.leobodnar.com/shop/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=301
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4yGdaiYMM0&t=36s
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MORSE CODE IS MAKING A COMEBACK! 
 
Children as young as FIVE are learning the once ground-breaking form of communication - spurred on by  
K-Pop bands who use it to leak hints about upcoming songs to fans 
 
Now whist the youngsters are learning CW do you need to learn what K-PPOP is?  
K-pop or Korean Pop is the internationally popular, aesthetic-driven, style-bending, trendsetting, music genre 
of the 21st century.  Originating in South Korea, K-pop draws influence from a range of genres like pop, 
experimental, rock, hip-hop, R&B, electronic, and dance. 
South Korean boy bands NU'EST and TXT have both used Morse Code within their music videos, and even 
communicate hints about upcoming songs to fans. 
 
At the start of TXT's song Crown, Morse Code is used to spell out the title before the song gets underway. 
Similarly, NU'EST's song Help Me spells out its title at the start of the song. NU'EST even had flashing lights, 
communicating in Morse on their website to reveal the titles of their upcoming songs. 
This prompted young fans of the bands to scour the internet trying to find out the hidden meaning of the beeps - 
and Morse was rediscovered 
 
BUT even the Beatles Strawberry Fields Forever has at the beginning of the song right after Lennon sings "Let 
me take you down, cause I'm going to" (0:16) a sequence of very faint beeps that spell out the initials J.L. 
 
 The B-52s - Planet Claire: -Pretty much the first 30 seconds is Morse code, which can be translated to 
"NAWS DE CFH II ZKR F1 3394 4156.66238......". 
One theory is that it is a transmission from a Canadian Naval base in Nova Scotia signalling to ships.  
NAWS was the name when signalling out to "any or all allied warships", DE means "this is", CFH is the call 
sign of CFS Mill Cove, II signals a hyphen or dash, ZKR means "I am listening in and guarding this frequency" 
and F1 refers to radio teletype mode. The numbers that follow are the different frequencies.  
So it would be "To any or all allied warships this is Canadian Forces Station Mill Cove - I am guarding the 
transmission, in Radio teletype mode frequencies 3394, 4156, 66238". Or something like that. 
 
Morse does appear inadvertently on a pop track from the early 70's 
Forever immortalized on Tubular Bells: Coastal Radio Station, GBR. 
 
You can hear GBR transmitting, on the "tubular bells" recording by Mike Oldfield. 
 
The Morse signal from GBR inadvertently entered the Tubular Bells recording and can be heard on the CD and 
decoded today. 
 
This great story features a radio station called Rugby Radio Station (GBR) that was in Warwickshire, in the 
heart of England, and the famous mansion / studio The Manor that Richard Branson of Virgin made available to 
Mike Oldfield for whom he worked at Tubular Bells between 1972 and 1973. 
 
 
Located 60 kilometres from The Manor, where Mike Oldfield spent long months producing his great album, 
was Rugby Radio, where it was built at the end of the Great War and during the Second World War it was used 
as a very low frequency radio station for communication with submarines in the North Atlantic and for 
telephone service between England and the United States. 
 
This station stopped broadcasting in 2003 and closed in 2007. 
See the decoding process on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1g_wJQKihc 
 
           ~from WIA News 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1g_wJQKihc
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INTERNET ARCHIVE 
 
 

Digital Library of Amateur Radio & 
Communications (DLARC) is growing to be a 
massive online library of the past and present 
of ham radio and related communications.  
It is funded by a grant from 
Amateur Radio Digital Communications.  
 
You can see what is there at 
https://archive.org/details/dlarc  
 
There you will find such treasures as old 
Callbooks, 73 magazines, CQ-DATV, etc. 
While browsing, check out www.archive.org 
for the home page of Internet Archive.  
 
The amount of material available 
there will blow you away.  
They bill it as -- "Internet Archive is a non-
profit library of millions of free books, movies, 
software, music, websites, and more." 
 

~from Boulder Amateur Television Club TV Repeater's Magazine 
 

https://archive.org/details/dlarc
http://www.archive.org/
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AI Writes Better Phishing Emails Than Humans 
 
Natural language processing continues to find its way into unexpected corners. This time, it's phishing emails. 
In a small study, researchers found that they could use the deep learning language model GPT-3, along with 
other AI-as-a-service platforms, to significantly lower the barrier to entry for crafting spearphishing campaigns 
at a massive scale.  
 
Researchers have long debated whether it would be worth the effort for scammers to train machine learning 
algorithms that could then generate compelling phishing messages. Mass phishing messages are simple and 
formulaic, after all, and are already highly effective. Highly targeted and tailored “spearphishing” messages are 
more labor intensive to compose, though. That's where NLP may come in surprisingly handy. 
 
At the Black Hat and Defcon security conferences in Las Vegas a team from Singapore's Government 
Technology Agency presented a recent experiment in which they sent targeted phishing emails they crafted 
themselves and others generated by an AI-as-a-service platform to 200 of their colleagues. Both messages 
contained links that were not actually malicious but simply reported back clickthrough rates to the researchers. 
They were surprised to find that more people clicked the links in the AI-generated messages than the human-
written ones—by a significant margin. 
 
“Researchers have pointed out that AI requires some level of expertise. It takes millions of dollars to train a 
really good model,” says Eugene Lim, a Government Technology Agency cybersecurity specialist. “But once 
you put it on AI-as-a-service it costs a couple of cents and it’s really easy to use—just text in, text out. You 
don’t even have to run code, you just give it a prompt and it will give you output. So that lowers the barrier of 
entry to a much bigger audience and increases the potential targets for spearphishing. Suddenly every single 
email on a mass scale can be personalized for each recipient.” 
 
The researchers used OpenAI's GPT-3 platform in conjunction with other AI-as-a-service products focused on 
personality analysis to generate phishing emails tailored to their colleagues' backgrounds and traits. Machine 
learning focused on personality analysis aims to be predict a person's proclivities and mentality based on 
behavioral inputs. By running the outputs through multiple services, the researchers were able to develop a 
pipeline that groomed and refined the emails before sending them out. They say that the results sounded 
“weirdly human” and that the platforms automatically supplied surprising specifics, like mentioning a 
Singaporean law when instructed to generate content for people living in Singapore. 
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While they were impressed by the quality of the synthetic messages and how many clicks they garnered from 
colleagues versus the human-composed ones, the researchers note that the experiment was just a first step. The 
sample size was relatively small and the target pool was fairly homogenous in terms of employment and 
geographic region. Plus, both the human-generated messages and those generated by the AI-as-a-service 
pipeline were created by office insiders rather than outside attackers trying to strike the right tone from afar. 
 
“There are lots of variables to account for,” says Tan Kee Hock, a Government Technology Agency 
cybersecurity specialist. 
 
Still, the findings spurred the researchers to think more deeply about how AI-as-a-service may play a role in 
phishing and spearphishing campaigns moving forward. OpenAI itself, for example, has long feared the 
potential for misuse of its own service or other similar ones. The researchers note that it and other scrupulous 
AI-as-a-service providers have clear codes of conduct, attempt to audit their platforms for potentially malicious 
activity, or even try to verify user identities to some degree.  
 
“Misuse of language models is an industry-wide issue that we take very seriously as part of our commitment to 
the safe and responsible deployment of AI, We grant access to GPT-3 through our API, and we review every 
production use of GPT-3 before it goes live. We impose technical measures, such as rate limits, to reduce the 
likelihood and impact of malicious use by API users. Our active monitoring systems and audits are designed to 
surface potential evidence of misuse at the earliest possible stage, and we are continually working to improve 
the accuracy and effectiveness of our safety tools.” 
OpenAI does its own studies on anti-abuse measures and the Government Technology Agency researchers 
notified the company about their work. 
 
The researchers emphasize, though, that in practice there's a tension between monitoring these services for 
potential abuse and conducting invasive surveillance on legitimate platform users. And what's even more 
complicated is that not all AI-as-a-service providers care about reducing abusive uses of their platforms. Some 
may ultimately even cater to scammers. 
 

 
 
“Really what surprised us was how easy it is to get access to these AI APIs," Lim says. “Some like OpenAI are 
very strict and stringent, but other providers offer free trials, don’t verify your email address, don’t ask for a 
credit card. You could just keep using new free trials and churning out content. It's a technically advanced 
resource that actors can get access to easily.” 
 
AI governance frameworks like those in development by the Singaporean government and European Union 
could aid businesses in addressing abuse, the researchers say. But they also focused a portion of their research 
on tools that could potentially detect synthetic or AI-generated phishing emails—a challenging topic that has 
also gained attention as deepfakes and AI-generated fake news proliferate. The researchers again used deep 
learning language models like OpenAI's GPT-3 to develop a framework that can differentiate AI generated text 
from that composed by humans. The idea is to build mechanisms that can flag synthetic media in emails to 
make it easier to catch possible AI-generated phishing messages. 
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The researchers note, though, that as synthetic media is used for more and more legitimate functions, like 
customer service communications and marketing, it will be even more difficult to develop screening tools that 
flag only phishing messages. 
 

 
 

 
 
“Phishing email detection is important, but also just generally be prepared for messages that are coming that 
may be extremely appealing and then also convincing,” Government Technology Agency cybersecurity 
specialist Glenice Tan says. “There's still a role for security training. Be careful and remain skeptical. 
Unfortunately, those are still important things.” 
 
And as Government Technology Agency researcher Timothy Lee puts it, the impressive human mimicry of AI-
generated phishing emails means that for potential victims the challenge is still the same as the stakes grow ever 
higher. 
 
           ~Internet 
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No one can stay in the quietest room in the world for more than an hour 
 
Silence is golden — unless you find yourself in the quietest room in the world.  In 2015, Microsoft built what is 
now in the Guinness Book of World Records as the quietest place on the planet. 
 
Known as the anechoic chamber at the company’s headquarters in Redmond, Washington, “ultra-sensitive 
tests” performed in 2015 gave an average background noise reading of -20.35 dBA (decibels A-weighted — a 
measurement of the sound pressure level). 
 
Only very few people have been able to withstand being in the room for a long period of time — at most an 
hour.  After a few minutes, you’ll already start to hear your own heartbeat. A few minutes after that, you can 
hear your own bones grinding and blood flowing. 
 

                                         
 
The point of the anechoic chamber isn’t that you will hear nothing, but that it will remove all other outside 
noise and allow you to hear the endless sounds of your own body.  Only in death is the body completely silent. 
Environments we think of as ultra-quiet are typically louder than the human hearing threshold, which is around 
0 decibels.  A library reading room, for instance, might chalk up around 40 decibels. 
With no sound from the outside world coming in, the total and utter silence will gradually turn into an 
unbearable ringing in your ears. 
 
This will likely lead you to lose your balance due to the lack of reverberation in the room, which impairs your 
spatial awareness.  “When you turn your head, you can even hear that motion,” Hundraj Gopal, principal 
designer of the chamber at Microsoft, previously said. “You can hear yourself breathing and it sounds 
somewhat loud.”  He added, “To give you a rough idea, the Brownian motion, that is the random air particles in 
space, is around -23dBA. You can’t get any quieter because that’s just the air particles moving. We are at the 
edge of what is the limits of physics in that sense.” 
 
The word anechoic means “without echo”. It took two years to design the space. 
 
Made up of six layers of concrete and steel, it’s a bit disconnected from the surrounding building. An array of 
vibration-damping springs are situated below. Inside, fibreglass wedges are mounted on the floor, ceiling, and 
walls to break up sound waves before they have a chance to bounce back into the room. 
Meanwhile, another anechoic chamber is hoping to earn the new title of the quietest room in the world. 
 
Located at Orfield Laboratories in Minneapolis, the room achieved “a legitimate measurement” of “-24.9 
dBA”, according to Steven J. Orfield, who designed the space. It had previously held the record. 
Mr Orfield told The New York Times that he has filed an application for his chamber to reclaim its title and is 
currently awaiting a response from Guinness World Records. 
A representative for Guinness confirmed receipt of Mr Orfield’s newest submission to the outlet, adding that 
Guinness’s records-management team is in the process of “assessing both his evidence and their testing 
criteria”. 
            ~Internet 
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John Moyle Memorial Field Day 

 
The Field Day will be held over the weekend of 

 
18th-19th March 2023 

 
and will run from 

 
UTC 0100 on the Saturday  

to 
 UTC 0059 on the Sunday 

 
Full operating rules are here 

https://www.wia.org.au/members/contests/johnmoyle/ 
 
 
Aim Of The Contest 
The aim is to encourage and provide familiarization with portable and field operation, and provide training for 
emergency situations. The rules are therefore specifically designed and focused to encourage field operations. 
 
This contest is a Field Day Contest and not another contest where very powerful home stations operate under 
one call to amass huge scores. 
 
 
 
 
 
Expressions of interest are invited for participation in this year’s John Moyle Memorial Field Day 
  
As usual we intend to operate at Mount Pilot on HF VHF and UHF for a minimum of 6 hours. 
  
Those attending last year had a great time and learned a lot about portable operating. 
  
All members are invited to attend. 
  
See Frank VK2BFC at the February club meeting to put your name down. 
  

~Frank VK2BFC Secretary 

 

https://www.wia.org.au/members/contests/johnmoyle/
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John Moyle Field Day Bands 
Frequencies are not set in stone but a good start 

 

6M  50.150 USB  or   52.525 FM 
 
2M  144.150 USB  or   146.500 FM 
 
70cm  432.150 USB  or   439.000 FM 
 
23cm 1296.150 USB  or   FM 
 
13cm 2403.150 USB 
 
9cm 3398.150  USB 
 
3cm 10,368.150 USB 
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WARC Hamfest 2023 

 

The ONLY Western Suburbs Hamfest 

Sunday 5th March 2023 
The Italian Sports Club of Werribee 

• Same venue location as previous events 
• HUGH under cover, indoor venue, HEAPS of free parking. 
• Entry is still only $7. 
• Doors are open from 10am till 1pm with Tickets on sale from 9am. 
• Major and Minor Door Prize draws are included free with each ticket (Extra Tickets available for 

purchase). 
• Food available for purchase from 10am with Free Coffee and Tea. 
• List of Vendors attending will be Advised. 

If You Are Selling Goodies Tables are still only $20 with one free entry included. 

To book a table please contact me on return email or call me on 0413 463 349.  If I don't answer, please leave a 
message as I screen for scam calls.  Hope to see you there.  73's....John Forrest VK3JNF Secretary WARC 

secretary@warc.asn.au  0413 463 349 
 

 

mailto:secretary@warc.asn.au
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AMC Amateur Radio at the Australian Maritime College is responsible for the management of all functions 
associated with amateur radio examination services in Australia. 
 
The services will include the management of the assessor network across Australia, and distribution of 
examination papers and certificates for the following levels of proficiency: 
 
Foundation 
Standard 
Advanced 
 
In addition, AMC Amateur Radio will make call sign recommendations on behalf of successful candidates to 
the ACMA. 
 
The AMC AR Office is aware organisations have online revision questions for use when preparing for 
Foundation amateur radio examinations. It should be noted that these revision questions are not in any way 
endorsed by the AMC AR Office. 
 
Re-issuing Certificates of Proficiency 
AMC Amateur Radio will also be responsible for reissuing certificates to holders who have lost or damaged 
certificates of proficiency. 
 
Further information on replacement of certificates. 
 
Unit of Competency 
The issuing of an Amateur radio qualification based on a valid unit of competency will be included in AMC 
Amateur Radio’s business services. 
 
Practical Component 
A practical component is included in the examination process. Applicants should discuss the practical process 
with the assessor conducting their examination. 
 

See their website 
 

https://www.amc.edu.au/industry/amateur-radio 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amc.edu.au/industry/amateur-radio
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"Built it myself - just the basic tools; pliers, money, 
soldering iron, money, screwdriver, money..." 

 

 
"Will it bother you if I vacuum in here?" 
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A temporary portable setup… actually this is someone’s rental house 

 
 

  
 
 
 

A duck is standing next to a busy road, cars zooming past while he waits for a break in traffic.  
A chicken walks up to him and says, 'Don't do it, man. You'll never hear the end of it. 
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Found this on the internet 

Either this is “staged” or there are some incredibly stupid folk on this earth… 
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Australia Ham Radio 40 Meter Net 

 
 

7 Days a Week 
10am Local time  

(East coast) 
7.100 MHz LSB 
Approximately + or – QRM 

 

Hosted by Ron VK3AHR 
 

 

NEVARC 2 Meter Net 
Net Control VK3ANE 

NEVARC Linked Repeaters 
VK2RWD, VK3RWO, VK3RWC 

Wednesday - 8.00pm 
Local time 
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President, VK3VS, Matt 
Vice President, VK2VU, Gary 
Secretary, VK2BFC, Frank 
Treasurer, Amy Bilston 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEVARC CLUB PROFILE 
 

History 
The North East Victoria Amateur Radio Club (NEVARC) formed in 2014. 
As of the 7th August 2014, Incorporated, Registered Incorporation number A0061589C.   
NEVARC is an affiliated club of the Wireless Institute of Australia and The Radio Amateur Society of Australia Inc. 
 
Meetings 
Meetings details are on the club website, the Second Sunday of every month, check for latest scheduled details. 
Meetings held at the Belviour Guides Hall, 6 Silva Drive West Wodonga. 
Meetings commence with a BBQ (with a donation tin for meat) at 12pm with meeting afterwards. 
Members are encouraged to turn up a little earlier for clubroom maintenance.  
Call in Via VK3RWO, 146.975, 123 Hz tone. 
 
NEVARC NETS 
 
HF 
7.100 MHz 7 Days a Week - 10am Local time 
 
VHF 
VK2RWD Wednesday - 8.00pm Local time  NEVARC Linked Repeaters: VK2RWD, VK3RWO, VK3RWC 
 
Benefits 
To provide the opportunity for Amateur Radio Operators and Short Wave Listeners to enhance their hobby through 
interaction with other Amateur Radio Operators and Short Wave Listeners.  Free technology and related presentations, 
sponsored construction activities, discounted (and sometimes free) equipment, network of likeminded radio and 
electronics enthusiasts.  Excellent club facilities and environment, ample car parking. 
 
Website: www.nevarc.org.au   Postal:  NEVARC Secretary   
         PO Box 8006 
         Birallee Park  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/nevicARC/   Wodonga Vic 3690 
 

 
 

All editors’ comments and other opinions in submitted articles may not always represent the opinions of the committee or the members 
of NEVARC, but published in spirit, to promote interest and active discussion on club activities and the promotion of Amateur Radio.   
Contributions to NEVARC News are always welcome from members. 
Email attachments of Word™, Plain Text, Excel™, PDF™ and JPG are all acceptable. 
You can post material to the Post Office Box address at the top of this page, or email magazine@nevarc.org.au 
Please include a stamped self-addressed envelope if you require your submission notes returned. 
Email attachments not to exceed 5 Mb in file size.  If you have more than 5 Mb, then send it split, in several emails to us. 
Attachments of (or thought to be) executable code or virulently affected emails will not be opened. 
Other persons or radio clubs may edit or copy out such as they like from the magazine but a reference to NEVARC News is 
appreciated, except copyrighted (©) material or as otherwise indicated.   
Other articles credited to outside sources should ask for their permission if they are used. 
While we strive to be accurate, no responsibility taken for errors, omissions, or other perceived deficiencies, in respect of information 
contained in technical or other articles.   
Any dates, times and locations given for upcoming events please check with a reliable source closer to the event. 
This is particularly true for pre-planned outdoor activities affected by adverse weather etc. 
The club website http://nevarc.org.au/has current information on planned events and scheduled meeting dates. 
You can get the WIA News sent to your inbox each week by simply clicking a link and entering your email address found at 
www.wia.org.au  The links for either text email or MP3 voice files are there as well as Podcasts and Twitter.  This WIA service is FREE. 

http://www.nevarc.org.au/
http://www.facebook.com/nevicARC/
mailto:magazine@nevarc.org.au
http://nevarc.org.au/
http://www.wia.org.au/
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